
MTL – VSP: 20+ years of cooperation. Parker Hannifin solutions for power 

machine building manufacturer. New brochure Emerson. Emerson: new era of 

automation. Saphire Manufacture Monocrystal: Eurotherm solutions for 

temperature control. Digitization : Efficiency. Eurotherm solutions for temperature 

control : new controller Zelio RTC48. Seminar «MTL Solutions» for KINEF 

specialists and partner companies. MTL – VSP: 20+ years of cooperation. 

Business-Ecosystem ROSNEFT. MTL intrinsically safe solutions in the Sakhalin 

Energy project. KINEF#1. What’s in common in vegetable oil and petrol? VSP: 

data array. Seminar «MTL Solutions» for KINEF specialists and partner 

companies. Catalogue MTL Rev.2018. «MTL Components for Fieldbus systems»: 

VSP and MTL seminar in Ufa. VSP Company: Audit. Extended warranty for Parker 

Hannifin instrumentation: new level of confidence. NPC Gasturbine building 

«Salyut»: Quality and reliability of WIKA measurements. Extended warranty for 

Parker Hannifin instrumentation: new level of confidence. ROSNEFT Special 

Customer: Otradnensky and Neftegorsky GPP. Electromechanics: this way or 

another, you come across Parker Hannifin all the time. Summing up the meeting 

«VSP-2020 +». ВСП – Parker Hannifin: 20+ years of cooperation. WIKA Micro 

Precision valves and manifolds. VSP and MTL seminar in Ufa: «MTL Components 

for Fieldbus systems». Eurotherm solutions for power control: EPack Lite, new 

power controller. VSP: strategy for development. Work at VSP Company. 

MTL7751ac: new Zenner barrier series MTL7700. LUKOIL, V.Filanovsky oil field: 

Parker Hannifin solutions. CIAM by Baranov: short history and new prospects. 

Oil&Gas-2018 in Ufa. 3I: Learn and Research. Dedication to cause and safety: 

over 40 years of MTL expertise in intrinsic safety. Energy consuming processes at 

«SIBUR»: Eurotherm solutions for power load management. VSP – Emerson: 20+ 

years of cooperation. MIOGE-2018.  Eurotherm – 50 years of innovation, realised 

in technologies and world level solutions. ROSNEFT Special Customer: a 

business trip to Tyumen.  Brochure WIKA Solutions. INNOPROM-2018. Summing 

up 1/2 2018: An Extended Meeting. 
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We think that VSP is not just a company. VSP is the platform for every 
employee to realize his or her potential and be successful. 

«Comprehensively investing every year in VSP development, in the 
professional advancement of specialists, we strive to work at a new 
level, keeping in mind basic principles - competence, professionalism, 
quality and long-term strategy. 
Creating special working conditions for the team to realise potential of 
its every member, we want to provide for a confident standing in life for 
every person working at VSP.» 

http://www.vsp-co.org/en-about.html
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Summing up 1/2 2018:  
An Extended Meeting.  
During the year we hold three key general meetings. (1) As a rule in October we start thinking over the idea of a plan 
for the next year; throughout the last quarter we formulate a company general plan of works, main priorities, sales plan 
etc. At the beginning of December there is a meeting held in the company to discuss and formulate main tasks for the 
year. (2) Early in the year, in January summing up the company operation results takes place; (3) In the middle of the 
year we take the opportunity for benchmarking of the status of the plan of works and sales plan; introduce any 
corrections required in case of deviation from an adopted main line of work; revise the company budget for the second 
half of the year. 

On July 13, the company specialists got together at VSP in Moscow to discuss half year results and check plans till the 
end of 2018. Our colleague from Ukraine, Sergey Kosik, a VSP Regional representative in Ukraine, came especially for 
the meeting. 
The Extended meeting agenda covered two main blocks: (1) results and plans, and (2) a special report by the 
marketing team on the new practice “3I: Learn and Research”. 

Work plan for 2/2 2018. 
Main tasks of the VSP plan of works for the year 2018. 

(1) VSP in the Ufa Region — a consistent work aiming at development and establishment of the VSP standing in the 
region; development of relationships with Bashneft. 

(2) Electromechanics — fundamental acceleration of development of a new business line. 
(3) VSP Special Customers — continuing active work with VSP Special Customers, such as Rosneft, KINEF, VSMPO 

AVISMA, ... 
(4) Loyalty Programme — “deployment” of a new business development programme with VSP customers. 
(5) Further active work on a WIKA business line in terms of trade tech, covering new product capabilities of the 

manufacturer in instrumentation products. 
(6) An extended VSP marketing programme for the year, including some seminars for Special Customers in the first 

half of the year as well as participation in regional exhibitions. 
(7) Programme practices: Educational Programme in the first place with a special focus on individual advancement; a 

Competition Intelligence Programme;... 

Plan of works’ tasks are the basis for the team operation — we correlate our monthly and weekly plans with the 
company priorities. During the first half of the 2018 the employees carried out concrete activities to realize the tasks. 
For example, in April a seminar “MTL Fieldbus system components” for the Ufa region specialists was held, the 
participants included Bashneft and Salavatnefteorgsyntez representatives as well, and company Special customers. 
And in May VSP specialists took part in the Oil&Gas exhibition in Ufa. In March we did a specialized seminar for KINEF 
technical specialists which was attended by employees of our longstanding partner, the engineering company SPIK 
SZMA. 

In terms of the so-called Loyalty Programme launched at the beginning of 2018, some meetings with integrators took 
place during which special terms for cooperation development were discussed. VSP is actively working on the 
Instrumentation products business line, extending the list of partners-manufacturers in principle, with possible 
application in VSP customers’ projects in mind. And of course a VSP marketing team pays a lot of attention to the 
development both of the main information resource — the company site, and is working on new instruments of 
communication with the market as well. So, in the current year we issued a whole series of videos, including the 
“Working at VSP” one. 

The relevance of priority plans for 2018 was 
confirmed. Thus the list of the main tasks by the end 
of 2018 has not changed — the work goes on.
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3I: Learn and Research. 
The second part of the Extended meeting was completely dedicated 
to a new practice “3I: Learn&Research”. Early 2018 a focus, a theme 
for the first research was chosen — a Japanese company Dentsu. 

http://www.vsp-co.org/en-05-2018-03.html 

The report comprised three main blocks: (1) an introduction on 
marketing and Japan — a country which gave birth and where the 
activities of Dentsu have developed; (2) the main part — the Dentsu 
company, it’s philosophy, the marketing cross- communication 
concept as a strategy for a campaign planning, and, finally practical 
tools used by Dentsu; (3) “Film” — a report by Dentsu Creative 
Director Kazuhiro Shimura at the Digital Marketing Conference in 
Moscow last year. 

By the end of the year there are three seminars planned on the 
subject of “3I: Learn&Research” to be attended by the marketing 
specialists. And towards the end of the year there is a preliminary 
plan to hold a discussion on the Dentsu tools involving the whole 
team. 

VSP: a platform. 
In the closing part of the Extended meeting the company employees 
were presented with a new potential opportunity available to 
everyone in the company — an Emergency Support Fund (on 
medical conditions). The assignment of the fund is to provide the 
employees with prompt help and support in a difficult situation due to 
any extraordinary circumstances. According to the plan, during the 
year 2019 the fund will amount to about 1 Mln Rubles. 
"Comprehensively investing every year in VSP development, in 
professional advancement of specialists, we strive to work at a new 
level, keeping in mind basic principles - competence, 
professionalism, quality and long-term strategy. 

Creating special working 
conditions for the team to 
realise potential of its every 
member, we want to provide 
for a confident standing in life 
for every person working at 
VSP. 

A modern market makes high-level demands on all those involved in 
business. We believe that building an open and long- term 
relationship within the company, with customers and partners 
present to VSP possibilities for implementing plans for business 
development". 

http://www.vsp-co.org/en-about.html 
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ROSNEFT
Business-Ecosystem. 
Business trip to Irkutsk.
Under the frame of the Programme «ROSNEFT Special Customer» 9 business trips are planned for 2018. 
In February together with a representative of the Moscow Parker Hannifin office we presented instrumentation by the 
partner-manufacturer to specialists of the Bashgiproneftekhim project design institute in Ufa. We have as well 
conducted a number of meetings with engineering companies. The discussions covered business development 
prospects, possible integration of solutions by VSP partners-manufacturers – MTL intrinsically safe solutions and 
Parker Hannifin instrumentation – into customers’ systems projects. 

Early March VSP representatives were on a business trip to Irkutsk. The task for a business trip was to present new 
developments by Eaton Electric (former MTL Instruments) to specialists of Angarsk Petrochemical Company and 
Angarsk Polymer Plant. 
- New modules MTL4500 / MTL5500 series; 
- New series of signal conditioners MTL1000; 
- New computer terminal Gecma WS; 
- and some other advanced solutions for intrinsic safety for critical applications were presented to customers during 

the presentation. 

On the second day of the trip to Irkutsk VSP specialists carried out some meetings with integrators. 

Business trip to Samara.
In line with realization of a long-term frame programme ROSNEFT Special Customer, VSP representatives were on a 
business trip to Samara on 12 and 13 April. 
The main task of the meetings agenda with specialists of Otradnensky and Neftegorsky Gas Processing Plants: to 
present the latest engineering solutions by VSP manufacturers to the customer, in the first place – MTL solutions for 
intrinsic safety. 

During the business trip, a VSP representative Roman Kanshin, Leading Specialist, held some meetings with 
engineering companies to discuss additional VSP offers and potential for cooperation development in one of the 
central industrial regions of Russia – in Samara Region. 

Business trip to Tyumen.
Last week of June, on 27 and 28, VSP representatives carried out two-days meetings with customers in Tyumen. 
The «foundation» of the meetings has been a major VSP Programme «ROSNEFT Special Customer» in terms of 
which the company specialists are implementing an extensive list of tasks aiming at relationship and business 
developments with ROSNEFT enterprises. The programme has been launched in 2013 and is being actively 
developed year by year. 

Tyumenneftegas, Uvatneftegas — customer specialists were presented with the latest developments in intrinsic safety, 
as well as a unique computer terminal Gecma Work Station, and series MTL1000 signal converters for general 
purpose industrial application. We were glad with a possibility to discuss with the customer on-going projects, and 
prospective tasks which hold potential for advanced solutions by Eaton Electric (former MTL Instruments). 

During the business trip a number of meetings with engineering companies took place, both with our long term 
customers, and we hope, with some prospective partners as well.
An integration potential for MTL solutions in the GMS Neftemash projects; MTL as an efficient alternative, for example, 
to Widmuller и Phoenix Contact; the latest MTL developments to handle HART signals, new modules in MTL4500 and 
MTL5500 series which already have proven to be reliable and effective in projects all over Russia, — agenda of the 
meetings with integrators was interesting and intense.
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"MTL Solutions" Seminars.
Seminar for KINEF specialists 
and partner companies. 
KINEF has been one of the key customers for our company for over 15 years. VSP cooperation with the plant covers 
all the main lines of our business - MTL solutions for intrinsic safety, Parker Hannifin precision instrumentation, as well 
as Emerson Micro Motion liquid and gas viscosity and density meters have been long in use at the production sites of a 
major oil refinery in Russia and Europe. 
SPIK SZMA is a long term partner and customer for our company; an engineering company which recently celebrated 
a 50-years jubilee; one of the main reliable partners for the plant, providing for a trouble-free operation of automated 
process control systems. 
On March, 23, VSP employees carried out a seminar «Intrinsically safe technologies and solutions by MTL» for KINEF 
and SZMA specialists in Kirishi at the Yunost hotel venue. 

The main seminar agenda covered the following topics:
- About VSP, About MTL, Solutions Overview;
- New MTL solutions: MTL4500 / 5500, MTL1000, MTL4850;
- New process control visualization solution - Gecma Work Station; 
- Demonstration of equipment, questions and answers. 

Summing up the seminar, we discussed with the plant and partner-integrator specialists possibilities for cooperation 
development, prospective projects for possible application of new Eaton Electric (former MTL Instruments) solutions for 
providing reliable intrinsic safety. 
We would like to say thank you to the participants for the attention and interest in the seminar subject. We are grateful 
to Mr. Alexander Gershberg, Chief Metrologist, KINEF, and Mr. Alexander Nozik, General Director, SPIK SZMA, for 
giving us a possibility to tell about MTL intrinsically safe technologies and solutions. 

VSP and MTL seminar in Ufa: 
«MTL Components for Fieldbus systems». 
On April, 27, VSP representatives – Oxana Klochenko, Director; and Roman Kanshin, Leading Specialist; and Eaton 
Electric (former MTL Instruments) – Vladimir Frolov, Director on business development in Russia, – carried out a 
specialised seminar «Fieldbus MTL system components» for specialists of Bashneft, Salavatnefteorgsynthez, 
representatives of project design institutes and leading engineering companies of Ufa Region. 

Ufa Region is one of the key industrial centres in Russia. VSP and the company partners-manufacturers have been 
consistently putting into practice a plan for customer relationships development. 
The specialised seminar, as we would expect, is another step to provide customers with a new level of technologies for 
further efficiency improvement of process control at industrial enterprises. 

The main focus of the seminar covers components of Fieldbus MTL. 
(1) About VSP, About MTL, Overview of solutions. New MTL solutions: MTL4500/5500, MTL1000, MTL7700, MTL4850. 
(2) About Fieldbus concept. Fieldbus systems components, Part 1. Demonstration of equipment, questions and 
answers. 
(3) Fieldbus systems components, Part 2. Projects with Fieldbus MTL solutions in Russia. 

Distributed technologies of Fieldbus are becoming increasingly in demand in new industry projects. 

Comprehensive Fieldbus solutions on the basis of MTL equipment are realized at enterprises as follows: Lukoil Komi, 
Permsky NOS; Rosneft, CPC Vankorsky oil field; Bashneft, Novoufimsky OR; Omsky GPP, Gaspromneft; Metadinea; 
Yaisky OR; Pavlodarsky NKhZ; Taneko and others. 

A VSP and Eaton team were facing a task to present the latest developments by the manufacturer to the seminar 
participants, allowing for a real competitive advantage when creating modern control systems. We would expect that 
information and MTL solutions, which we have delivered at the specialised seminar in Ufa «Fieldbus MTL system 
components» will widen the understanding of the specialists and will form a groundwork for new project solutions. 
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3I: Learn and Research. 
At the end of 2017 under the frames of generating and detailing individual professional advancement plans for VSP 
specialists, the company conducted a series of interviews with the employees. The task set was to discuss possibilities 
for professional growth, to verify a general educational programme for the next year and to formulate an individual 
development plan for each staff member complying with the interests of both an individual and the company as well. 
As turned out, to put it into practice, i.e. to generate individual advancement plans, was much more of a challenge, 
than it was thought of at the beginning. There were multiple interviews held, sometimes twice or three times with a 
person, not everyone got the format of the task straight away, ...the process continued far too long. But it was worth it! 

The Company prepared multiple offers focused on improvement of the quality level and efficiency of the educational 
programme: English courses launched on the grounds of the VSP Moscow office – anyone in the team is free to 
participate; every week an employee is entitled to 5% of the office hours to be spent on education – reading of 
specialised professional literature; the Company and the employees jointly mapped out plans and stages for 
professional and career advancement; ...; routing out from the internal research and held interviews was the idea of a 
study in depth of a company, which expertise and practices could be used by our team contributing to the competence 
level. 
Later on the practice was named «3I: Learn and Research». 

At the start of the year, having considered a number 
of ideas covering the 3I theme – the first target of 
research – Dentsu became the final choice. 

The argument «For» Dentsu was not in the least for the fact that in the autumn last year our Anna Agafonova, 
Marketing Specialist, participated in the Digital Marketing Conference in Moscow and listened to the speech of 
Kazuhiro Shimura, Creative Director, Dentsu Inc. The speech was not only interesting but made someone anхious to 
get more acquainted with the professional activity and the company presented. And the company, as it appeared from 
the speech, was capable of nonstandard and holistic solutions, and could carry out its job with great enthusiasm let 
alone the competent approach. 

Dentsu Inc. is a Japanese international advertising, public relations, stockholding company HQ in Tokyo. Dentsu is 
currently the 5th largest advertising agency network in the world in terms of worldwide revenues. It differs from other 
monsters of the advertising world by the fact that its operations are concentrated up to 70% in Japan. 
Another feature that stands out is that services offered by the company are not provided by different agencies, but are 
concentrated in one. Most of the international advertising holdings avail of the whole range of agencies under different 
names, offering various services – from BTL, traditional TV advertising or in media and to «digital marketing». 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dentsu  

The work on studying Dentsu, the company history, the structure and its expertise worldwide started in February 2018. 
Apart from various information resources, such as the company site, social accounts and multiple publications, the 
research was based on the book «The Dentsu Way: Secrets of Cross Switch Marketing from the World’s Most 
Innovative Advertising Agency», Kotaro Sugiyama, Tim Andree, 2010. 

On May 26, the first working meeting on «3I: Learn and Research: Dentsu» took place in Moscow. The company 
marketing personnel participated, and by a special invitation, Marina Smirnova, VSP Commercial Director as well. The 
first discussion was aimed rather on getting acquainted with the company, its history, structure and main operational 
principles. 

Next step – an extended meeting of the company staff summing up operational results for the first half of the year is 
planned for the end of June. The agenda provides for a separate information block dedicated to marketing. «3I: Learn 
and Research: Dentsu» represents the main theme of the second working day. 
We always note that in our work we do not separate marketing from other business processes. One of the key tasks of 
the 3I practice is to further develop and strengthen the link between marketing and sales, and we count that by 
studying the expertise of such a company as Dentsu, we can provide for a possibility for transition to the next level of 
integration. 

The «3I: Learn and Research: Dentsu» programme is mapped out till the end of the year involving various groups of 
VSP specialists, including a special extended seminar «3I: Learn and Research: Dentsu» for VSP personnel, which is 
preliminarily planned for end November. At the end of the year, based on summing up «3I: Learn and Research: 
Dentsu», we plan to generate and publish an extended report on the VSP website. 
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